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EJD MEETING ZURICH 2012
(HOTEL NOVOTEL AIRPORT MESSE, MAY 11-12, 2012)

- EJD represents over 300.000 junior doctors all over Europe;
- office stuff was transferred in 2012 from Porto to Berlin;
- as the tasks of the secretariat and the Board are growing the Marburger Bund decided to support the Board by hiring an EJD Board Assistant. Her name is Nicky Holzer from Germany. She will support the President and the Board by doing background work like research, reviews, minutes, preparing political documents and assisting in meetings;
- the VSAO (Swiss Member Organisation) send a letter to EJD president that Homayon Chaudhry is no longer a member of their delegation and not any more representing the VSAO. In a personalized letter to the EJD Board Homayon Chaudhry (CH) resigned from his positions within the Executive Board as Treasurer and Chairperson of the Economy Committee. During the Executive Board meeting in Helsinki he handed over the business;
- in march 2012 the Executive Board organized a Meeting in Helsinki invited several Nordic junior doctors organisations as guests, with the aim to invite them to re-apply for the EJD membership;
- the EJD SM in Zurich was held without the Swiss delegation and no invited official introduction speakers took part in the meeting;
- during the EJD meeting in Zurich new treasurer (Noora Ritamäki (FI)), Economy Committee Chairperson and Medical Workforce Committee Chairperson were elected;
- due to the registration under Belgium Law the Executive Board started its term with the elections in Zagreb on the 8th of May 2011. To synchronise the term with the financial year and to prevent a gap in governing the association, the term of the Executive Board had to be adjusted. The EJD General Assembly decided to adjust the term of the Executive Board to the (financial) year. Therefore the term of every member of the Executive Board was unanimously prolonged until the 31st December 2013;
- the Proposal for the Joint Statement of EMO’s on Qualifications Directive was discussed in details and unanimously approved for adoption.

EJD Projects:

1. The European Medical Mobility (EMM) was started as a European Junior Doctors (EJD) and European Medical Students’ Association (EMSA) joint project. The main EMM goal is to facilitate training in the medical field within EU/EEA trough an online database with a regular update system. The EMM website will not only gather official information regarding junior doctors training and working conditions, but also encourage (through the EMM online forum) the sharing of personal and useful viewpoints between Junior Doctors. See: http://www.medicalmobility.eu
2. the renewed EMM Website and European funding possibilities for the project were presented.
3. the EJD started a Working Group on "Task shifting", as this will have a major impact on the future of Junior Doctors. This WG was started in collaboration with Thomas Ulmer, MEP and is chaired by Niene Peek (NL). She will present first results and the timeline in
preparation on the Conference of Task Shifting planned with the 2013 Autumn Meeting.

Future Meetings:

1. EJD Autumn Meeting 2012 - 19th & 20th October 2012 in Malaga, Spain
2. EJD Spring Meeting 2013 - 10th & 11th May 2013 in Prague, Czech Republic
3. EJD Autumn Meeting 2013 - Germany applies to hold the AM13 in Heidelberg